Images of wide-angle visible standard CCD cameras contain information on Dust Creation Events The results from the TS CIMES campaign show different patterns of DCEs meaning different plasmawall interaction depending on power coupling. TS DITS campaign indicates that dusts may be an operational limit if a fixed plasma operation scenario is used repeatedly. Different behaviours of DCEs between carbon limiter machine and full tungsten divertor machine are found, which is important for next generation fusion machine like ITER.
In most cases, image processing is "pattern recognition" obtained by tracing specific target patterns of interests (called foreground) that show differences among "static objects" in sequential frames (called background). In the case of in-vessel dust research using visible CCD cameras, the target pattern is "well defined straight line-like trajectories of dusts" in shallow shell-structured volume of scrape-off layer along the surface of vacuum vessel that are present in the CCD images due to the interaction with the plasma. By analyzing these dust trajectories, statistics of the in-vessel DCEs are established.
General Remarks
We would like to give some general remarks on the idea of image processing for more clear understanding.
First, it is worth to mention when we can detect dusts at all. Major dust creation processes in tokamaks are flaking and arcing [2] : The adhesion of layer is getting poor and poor as thickness of deposit on PFC increases. This leads to the poor contact between layer and main part of PFCs, causes heating of the layers. In TS, for instance, the temperature of some layers (hot flakes) on the TPL during plasma operation is up to 1800 °C that emit thermally intensive light before they flake [13] . Thus, hot flakes ejected from the layers (including flaking during disruptions) are detected, of course, immediately after their ejection [13] . The intensity of light from dusts depends on their size, material density (composition), and temperature of dusts (>2500 K [14] ). After they enter the scrape-off layer, dusts are heated further by interaction with edge plasma: Amount of light emitted depends on the strength of interaction with plasma. Similarly, arcing produces dusts and metal droplets. Arcing heats locally PFCs thus dusts produced by arcing are also heated. Thus, these make the dusts observable immediately after their ejection. A problem in this case is the saturation of pixels by intensive emission as described in our paper [12] .
Note that, we cannot measure "size" of dusts by CCD cameras that have low spatial resolution than size of dusts. Detailed discussion on this topic is beyond the scope of this paper. An object smaller than spatial resolution of CCD camera (corresponding to a pixel) will be detected by a pixel regardless of their actual size: They show only intensity difference due to their different temperatures caused by different size, material composition, or the strength of interaction with plasma. Calculation shows that heated by interaction with plasma before they become visible. Smaller particles would immediately disappear after their exposition to the plasma before they are detected by CCD camera due to their short lifetime compared with exposition time of CCD cameras.
Therefore the detection limit of dust by CCD cameras depends strongly not only on the size and spatial resolution of CCD cameras, but also temperature of dusts and material density. Some machines have reported small dust size distribution (DIII-D 0.3-0.9 µm, Alcator 0.3-1.1µm, TFTR 1.6-2.7 µm [16] ), some other machines have reported larger dust size (Tore Supra 2.68±2.77 µm, LHD 3.0-14.39 µm, AUG 1.42-5.5 µm [16, 17] ). Average sizes of TS and AUG dusts found after machine vent were over 3 µm, and they are sufficiently large that they survive much longer in plasmas and hot enough to be detected by CCD cameras during the plasma shot. Nevertheless, DIII-D value of 3 µm would be feasible as a lower observation limit of CCD camera. Note that, Thompson system detects many dusts (events) while CCD cameras do not record any event [8] . These dusts are under the detection limit of CCD camera and the discussion about the validity of modeling of these dusts by Rayleigh or Mie theory is beyond the scope of this paper, thus will not be discussed. Nevertheless, size distribution of dusts detected by CCD cameras during the plasma operation and collected during the maintenance may be different due to various dust creation mechanism (volume polymerization, brittle destruction, flaking, and arching) and due to plasma-dust interaction (erosion, mostly).
Second, exact location of a "flying object" in 3D cannot be extracted from 2D image in general. Depth information is lost during the conversion from 3D to 2D: Dust observation at any particular pixel can occur anywhere along the line of sight of that pixel. In such a case, it is impossible to determine exact location of dust trajectories in 3D space observed by the pixel (e.g., DCEs from the edge of HFS (label A in Figure 6 ) and LFS behind). Nevertheless, most of dust trajectories seen by visible CCD cameras are distributed in shallow volume of cylindrical shell-structured scrape-off layer (SOL) along the walls, so that they are relatively clearly distinguishable. In this paper, we do not mention or argue that we determine "exact spatial location of dusts" in 3D space or trace "individual trajectory", but we determine statistically "the most possible origin of DCEs" by overlapping dust trajectories: There would exist statistical error. These are conditions with which origins of DCEs can be determined:
1. Dusts cannot penetrate into the core plasma.
2. Dusts are distributed in shallow volume of cylindrical shell-structured scrape-off layer along the surface of vacuum vessel compared with the thick core plasma.
3. The origins of DCEs are determined by statistical weighting by overlapping huge amount of frames.
Image Processing Procedures
The image processing method developed in TS consists of 7 sequential processing steps. Detailed description of the developed image processing method and the basic conditions, criteria, difficulties, and limitations of the image processing will be published in our recent publication [12] .
a)
RGB (Red Green Blue) to gray scale conversion.
Most CCD cameras used for fusion plasma observation record either RGB in the visible range or gray scale intensity information in Visible-IR range. Since visible CCD arrays have different sensitivity and calibration factors for each wavelength in the range of the observation, a complex calibration procedure has to be performed for every wavelength of interest prior to record RGB images. Therefore, to avoid such calibration problem while maintaining intensity information, TS RGB images are converted to gray scale images using a standard conversion equation. Figure 1 a) shows a target TS image converted into gray scale. In the case of AUG, CCD images are recorded as gray scale images.
b)
Apply filters to eliminate noise.
Logical filters can be used to enhance specific information or remove noise in the target frame and background frame. The gray scale images are processed by two sequential noise reduction filters.
c) Background subtraction.
Background subtraction is performed to remove the plasma background emission, hot spots, and visible in-vessel structures from the image. Figure 1 b ) is a defined background for the process (how to define a background see Ref [12] ). Ideal background subtraction would give information only on the dust trajectories. Note that the saturation of the CCD array may cause a "loss of information" for finding the origin of the DCEs during the background subtraction.
Nevertheless, the integration (see below and Ref [12] more in detail) of large numbers of frame ensures the location of the origin. Figure 1 c) shows the target frame after the background subtraction.
d) BW conversion to eliminate intensity dependence.
In order to count the "number of DCEs", trajectories in a frame have to be clearly distinguished by well defined edge (value 1 for trajectories and 0 for background). Thus, the background-subtracted gray scale images are converted to 1 bit black and white (BW) image. 
e) Counting number of dust trajectories in frames.
A built in MATLAB® function counts number of contours (area of value 1 surrounded by value 0), total occupied number of pixels (size), and centre of mass, etc. Statistics of the short temporal evolution of the DCEs in a shot as well as a long term temporal evolution in a whole campaign are obtained. Figure 1 e) shows the result obtained by analyzing the target frame 
f)
Integration of processed 1 bit frames.
In order to locate spatial position where the most of the DCEs occur, large numbers of frames have to be integrated. In this way, although the information on individual DCE is lost, the overlap of the trajectories indicates the most possible origins of the DCEs in the vacuum vessel. The statistical noise handling and the saturation of pixels on the CCD camera are also considered. As we have described in the beginning of this section, our target pattern in the image processing is straight line-like dust trajectories. Thus, events like MARFEs (multifaceted asymmetric radiation from the edge) and large blobs observed in CCD images are excluded. The final contour plot is obtained. DCEs are overlapped several times, the NCV at the overlapped location (pixels) will be high (e.g., 0.5 in Figure 2 ). The more overlap of trajectories is, the higher is the NCVs at the overlapped pixels. On the other hand, if the trajectories in shots are completely random or show less overlap, the contour plot shows a broad distribution of DCEs and the NCVs have low values (e.g., 0.1 in Figure 2 ) [12] . In such a case, it is hard to identify patterns of spatial location of the DCEs, thus the locations of origins. Value Per Pixel (NCVPP), which is corresponding to both frequency and spatial density of the NCV: high NCVPP means that DCEs occur more frequently and more localized in the invessel component.
Results and Discussions
In this section, we report the analyses of DCEs observed during plasma operations in TS and in AUG.
Temporal evolutions and spatial distribution of the DCEs of TS CIMES campaign in 2006 [18] , DITS (Deuterium Inventory in Tore Supra) campaign in 2007 [19] , and AUG campaign in 2007 has been studied in detail. TS and AUG have different configurations -TS is a carbon limiter machine and AUG is a full tungsten divertor machine -and these studies will address the DCEs depending on the machine configuration and wall materials.
The term "short term temporal evolution" means DCEs evolution during a single shot from the start up to the end of the shot (see Figure 4 , for instance). Typical plasma operation of a shot in TS is about 10- The CCD cameras in TS and AUG have both a frame rate of 25 Hz and image resolutions of 352×288 and 768×576 pixels. The spatial resolution of a pixel is from about 5 mm×5 mm to in front of the cameras to 10 mm×10 mm at a point far from the CCD cameras.
Dust Creation Events in CIMES Campaign in Tore Supra
The objective of the CIMES project is to provide Tore Supra for pulse lengths up to 1000 s with heating and current drive systems capable of delivering a total power of order 20 MW, and a fuel injection system with necessary reliability and high performance. During the CIMES campaign, plasmas with maximum power coupling of about 10 MW of Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) and LH (Lower Hybrid resonance heating), B tor =3.7 T, I p =0.9 MA are performed. More in detail for CIMES project can be found in the reference [18] . show relatively large numbers of DCEs. These observations indicate that during the standard operation when the machine is clean, large numbers of dusts are produced during the start up and ramp up phase in TS plasma operations. Table 1 . Although average NEPSs are in the range of 3.6-6.5, it seems that the general trend of NEPSs in Figure 5 shows a broadening as a function of plasma operation time. Two bars in Figure 5 indicate the broadening of NEPS during the CIMES campaign.
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Note that, the NEPSs represent DCE count per second regardless the spatial location (cf., see section 3.1.3).
Spatial Distributions of Dust Creation Events
Spatial distributions of DCEs in CIMES campaign depending on the input power coupling are depicted as contour plots in Figure 6 (64 level between 0 and maximum value). Contour values of each figure are normalized to the total operation time of the corresponding scenarios (e.g., ohmic, ICRH, etc) which allows an absolute comparison among the contour plots in Figure 6 as defined in section 2.
Shots analyzed and depicted in The DCEs at the HFS wall were relatively smaller than other contours in Figure 6 meaning that the plasma-wall interaction at the HFS was weaker. Together with the frequency of total NCV in ohmic shots in the table 2 (the lowest), DCEs in ohmic shot (after the cleaning discharges) occur less frequently, but highly localized on TPL.
49 discharge shots with ICRH are presented in Figure 6 c). A maximum NCV of 0.064 is observed at the top of the vacuum vessel which is the highest value among the contour plots in Figure 6 . Some of slightly localized DCE pattern are seen on the TPL, with a broad distributions of random events on the TPL and at the bottom of the HFS wall. DCEs from the OL and its protection were identified. Table 2 indicates that DCEs in ICRH discharges occur most frequently. These results point out that DCEs in ICRH discharges are randomly distributed and frequently occur meaning very strong plasma-wall interaction.
37 LH discharge shots in Figure 6 d) show also broad random DCEs with some localized DCEs on the TPL and at the bottom of the HFS wall. Broad distribution of NCVs is similar level as in ICRH discharges indicating that DCEs occur also randomly at many different places in short term scale. The contour plot of DITS campaign in section 3.2. which has performed with LH power coupling shows highly localized DCE pattern on TPL. This comparison denotes that the temporal and spatial evolution of DCEs are not simply dependent on the input power coupling only, but also on the history of the vacuum vessel.
The maximum level of NCVs in contour plot of 96 ICRH+LH shots in Figure 6 e) is the lowest among Figure 6 . Note that the NCV of ICRH+LH shots shown in table 2 is lower than that of ICRH or LH discharges. These two facts mean that DCEs in ICRH+LH discharges occur less frequently than in ICRH and LH discharges, and large amount of DCEs occur randomly. Nonetheless, localized DCEs on the TPL, at HFS, and at the protection of OL, on the surface of the OL are observed. 
Dust Creation Events during DITS Campaign in Tore Supra
In-vessel tritium inventory is a critical issue for ITER. Maximum number of discharge shot will be limited by the T inventory in vacuum vessel which is set to 350 g by nuclear licensing [5, 6] .
Therefore, it is important to investigate the fuel retention in existing tokamaks. In order to clarify how and where the hydrogen-isotopes (deuterium or tritium) are trapped in the TS carbon walls, a dedicated plasma campaign (DITS) has been undertaken during which walls were loaded with deuterium in a controlled discharge scenario [19] .
During this DITS plasma special procedure, about 180 "similar" long pulse LH discharges with B tor =3.43 T, I p =0.61 MA, P LH =1.6-1.9 MW, 120 seconds of flat top were performed. Almost 18000 seconds of plasma discharge in total were performed, which is equivalent to 1 year of ohmic plasma operation. This makes the DITS campaign the most ideal campaign for a systematic study of the behaviour of the long term temporal evolution of DCEs with a fixed plasma operation scenario relying mainly on LH plasma heating. The DITS campaign is divided into two phases: The plasma operation time in the phase 1 was 128 seconds in total with 120 seconds LH flat top. In the phase 2, a plasma operation scenario with a lower LH input power level, 3 seconds of LH ramp up to an initial level, slower increase of LH power in 30-40 seconds, 30 seconds of LH flat top, and 2 seconds of ramp down is used. The reason for the change of the plasma operation scenario will be explained below. At the beginning of the campaign, wall conditioning was performed. Afterwards, neither wall conditioning nor cleaning discharge was performed during the campaign. Long plasma operation with unconditioned wall makes the vacuum vessel "dirty" due to the accumulation of re-deposited layer on top of the TPL. As a consequence, numbers of DCEs in shots increase and occur more frequently in later shots of phase 1 as the total plasma operation time increases [ Figure 8 a) ]. Finally, the plasma operation scenario had to be changed due to the operational difficulties caused by heavy DCEs and frequent disruptions at the end of the phase 1 [19] . After changing the plasma scenario (phase 2), overall number of DCEs was dramatically decreased at the beginning of the phase 2 [ Figure 8 b) ]. Although the number of DCEs in early shots of the phase 2 is smaller than that in the later shots of phase 1, DCEs occur more frequently (also compare region in Figure 9 label A with C). As the plasma operation time increases further, and large numbers of DCEs were observed. Afterwards DCEs reach almost the same level as that in the later shots of phase 1 (also compare region in Figure 9 label B with D). Figure 9 shows the long term evolution of DCEs during 150 shots of the DITS campaign including disruption shots. y-axis of figure 9 shows the NEPS as defined in section 3. The NEPS decreased down to a level of 1.25 at the beginning of the phase 2 after changing the plasma operation scenario. The mean NEPS increases to 2.7, slightly higher than that of the phase 1, with a maximum value of 8.76. Nevertheless, NEPS is increasing as a function of plasma operation time with almost the same tendency as in the phase 1, and the deviation of NEPS (bars in Figure 9 ) in both phases are similar. These indicate that the effect of the plasma wall interaction remains almost the same.
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The results reveal that the number of DCEs is strongly correlated with the total operation time of the tokamak plasma, if the same and fixed plasma operation scenario is used. As the plasma operation time increases, it is likely that more and more DCEs occur during the campaign, and finally cause operational difficulties. This is a very important and critical issue for next generation reactor type fusion devices, because re-deposited layers and dust removal have to be planned and performed regularly for such long pulse operations. Figure 10 shows normalized contour plots (64 level between 0 and maximum value) of integrated images, over 260000 integrated frames of DITS campaign with solid lines dividing section of each invessel components as shown in Figure 6 a) for a guide to the eye. Note that, the plasmas in the DITS campaign were all LH plasmas. The scale of the NCV is smaller than that in Figure 6 d), about 1/2.
Spatial Distributions of Dust Creation Events
First of all, a broad distribution of DCEs on the TPL and at the bottom of the HFS inner wall is recognisable due to the random DCEs. On the other hand, highly localized DCE patterns on the TPL were identified at similar positions as seen in Figure 6 d). The pattern is easy to identify due to large numbers of integrated frames. The areas are corresponding to the re-deposition of the eroded material.
The DCEs from OL are nearly negligible in DITS campaign. The different behaviour between CIMES and DITS LH discharge is because the LH shots in CIMES campaign were performed among other plasma operation scenarios. Frequent change of the power level and coupling in CIMES campaign from shot to shot causes different effect of plasma-wall interaction. Also cleaning discharges were performed if it was necessary. Therefore, the surface conditions on the TPL and inner walls were different that cause different DCE pattern in CIMES campaign.
Statistics of Dust Creation Events
As we have described above, the DITS campaign is an ideal plasma operation to study in-vessel DCEs. Table 3 shows the statistics of the DITS campaign obtained by analyzing final contour plot in Figure   10 . As we have seen in the contour plots in Figure 10 NCVPPs of DITS and CIMES campaigns show that, although overall NCVPP is a factor of four smaller in DITS (3.84×10 -4 ) than that in CIMES (1.50×10 -3 ), the NCVPP at TPL is almost the same in
1.
The TPL observed by tangential camera is about 27.8 % of entire TPL.
2.
Area of HFS inner wall observed by tangential camera is 1/6 of entire HFS surface.
3.
Area of LFS outer wall observed by tangential camera is 1/9 of entire LFS surface.
4.
1 OL and 5 antenna protections (similar function as OL). Table 4 shows the results of extrapolation using the correction factor with an assumption of toroidal symmetry. The extrapolation indicates that the total count number at TPL is about 54 %, about 17.3 % at HFS inner wall, and about 28.7 % at LFS outer wall. Therefore, it can be concluded that the TPL is major source of the DCEs in DITS campaign, especially from the deposition dominant zones.
Dust Creation Events during 2007 Campaign in ASDEX Upgrade
ASDEX Upgrade is a midsize divertor tokamak. The plasma facing components consist out of tungsten coated carbon. As the erosion rate of tungsten is low, no layers, which could produce dust particles, are found in the main chamber. Layers are only observed at the inner divertor slits, which are not visible by the cameras used. For the campaign 2007 no boronization was applied as initial conditioning. So the first 100 discharges are needed to reach full plasma performance. AUG has the divertor configuration which is different from the limiter configuration in Tore Supra. Thus the DCEs would be different from that in TS. Figure 11 shows the overview of the short term temporal evolution of the number of DCEs counted for 30 individual shots of AUG campaign in 2007 as a function of plasma operation time (different color indicates individual shot, 10 shots for each, labels A, B, and C in Figure 12 ). Unlikely to the short term evolution of DCEs in TS, it seems that the DCEs in AUG occur randomly with no specific DCE pattern depending on the plasma scenario sequence (start up, ramp up, flat top, ramp down). Huge numbers of DCEs are observed at the beginning of the campaign indicating heavy interaction between plasma and walls due to the microparticles/flakes created during the vent/maintenance time of the machine, as in the case of TS. Since microparticles/flakes created on the walls are removed from the vacuum vessel as the total plasma operation time increases, the DCEs decreases more and more, e.g., after about 1000 seconds of the plasma operation time [ Figure 11 b)]. After about 1800 seconds of plasma operation, the number of DCEs reaches its minimum level [ Figure 11 c)]. Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of DCEs in AUG. Note that, the maximum of NCVs in AUG contour plots are about a factor of ten higher than that in TS. Compare the long term temporal evolutions in Figure 5 and 9 with Figure 12 , the numbers of DCEs per second have almost the same order of magnitude. Therefore, higher values of NCVs in AUG mean more localized DCEs and thus more overlaps.
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Summary and Conclusion
Dust may cause significant problems in ITER. Thus, it is important to understand behaviours of invessel dusts during the plasma operation depending on power coupling and machine configuration. Thus surface melting has to be avoided to keep the dust production low. Long term temporal... S. Hong et al Figure 6 Long term temporal... S. Hong et al Figure 7 Long term temporal... Long term temporal... S. Hong et al Figure 10 Long term temporal... Long term temporal... Long term temporal... Long term temporal... Figure 13 Long term temporal...
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